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Introduction
Level of development (LOD) is a designer’s guide to correct detailing and information integration of
Discipline models. It is a tool for agreeing on the development level of data models within a
project. Therefore, LOD sheets must be defined in cooperation with the customer. LOD is a
measure of how seriously you take the information represented by a BIM element. It is not
necessarily a measure of the amount of information, although obviously there must be enough
information to satisfy the specified LOD level. The LOD is divided into three measurable sections:
1. Level of Information describing the information level (LOI)
2. Level of Graphics describing the graphical detail (LOG)
3. Level of reliability dictation how accurate the data is. (LOR)
In this publication, LOD requirements for discipline models (basis- and designed models) are
specified for use in infrastructure projects. The requirements are defined by the collaboration
between The Road Directorate and Banedanmark (BIMinfra) and companies and organizations
involved in the industry.
This publication includes an introduction to the work behind this publication and the next steps in
the development and implementation process. Furthermore, a general definition of LOD and a
description of the definition of LOD levels is described.
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Background
Until now the infrastructure sector in Denmark has not had a common standard on how to create
and detail discipline models within a project. It has been decided from involved parties to develop a
common standard. Since 2018 BIMinfra has been working on standardization of Banedanmark and
The Road Directorate’s requirements to discipline models (Basis- and designed models) in a
working group called “requirements for BIM models”.
The first task has been to define a common understanding of how to make requirements for BIM
models. This involved understanding of the old requirements, their history and the uses in the
organizations of Banedanmark and The Road Directorate. The next task was to study other
standards for BIM modelling and analyse the best match for implementation in the Danish
infrastructure sector. In Denmark a specification for building projects was already made called
LOD-DK (Level of Development). This standard is a Danish adaptation of the American standard;
LOD. This Danish adaption has been chosen as a basis for this BIMinfra-specification.
For now, it has been decided to define the requirements on a discipline models and not on objects,
as it is both in LOD-DK and the American LOD. This is due to the maturity level specification made
by BIMinfra, which defines the goals of the cooperation and since both organisations today operate
with the term discipline models which consists of multiple objects within the same discipline.
The discipline model requirements are written in collaboration with input from the companies and
organizations involved in the industry; BIM Anlægsforum, to ensure that the requirements are
aligned in a common understanding throughout the sector.

Next Step
BIMinfra will continue the work with the development of the requirements and the introduction of
LOR (Level of Reliability). The goal is also to include a definition of objects and object information
instead of definition of discipline models. BIMinfra’s goal is to include actual metadata requirements
in the next release of this standard, enabling information sets in the models to be used for multiple
purposes in all stages of a project, including operation and maintenance.

Fundamental LOD Definitions
BIMinfra has chosen to use the Danish standard for LOD (Level of Development) LOD-DK. This
specification is a Danish adaption based on the American standard LOD developed by BIM Forum.
BIMinfra has chosen to include certain aspects of the American LOD standard that are not in the
LOD-DK. An example being another level LOD100. The standard consists of three parts:
Level of Reliability (LOR), the correctness of the model and how reliable the LOG and LOI (This
will not be covered further in this version of the publication).
Level of Geometry (LOG), the detail of the graphical geometry in the model.
Level of Information (LOI), the information included in the model.
For further information about the standards:
DiKons Danish Building Specification: https://www.dikon.info/
BIM forums Level of Development: https://bimforum.org/lod/
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General Description of LOD Levels
A general specification of the LOD levels has been made to support the individual description of
each discipline model. The specific description for each model will always overrule the general
specification.
The specification defines the elements LOG and LOI. The levels are not fixed to any specific project
phase, resulting in a flexible system where any LOD can be chosen to any given project phase. The
highest LOI level specified in this release is LOI 300. If the LOG level doesn’t have a corresponding
LOI on the same level, the model needs to have an LOI on highest level in the specification sheet
for that specific model. The ICT of the individual project defines the relevant models and levels of
the project.
LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

2D geometry

3D geometry

3D geometry

3D geometry

3D geometry

represented as

where

represented as

represented with

where

points, lines or

elements are

correct outer

correct detailed

elements are

polygons, or

generic

geometry.

outer geometry.

modelled at

schematic

placeholders.

They must be

All details must

sufficient detail

diagram.

They may be

recognizable as

be recognizable

and accuracy for

recognizable as

the components

as the

fabrication of the

the components

they represent.

components they

represented

represent.

component,

they represent,
or they may be

including all

volumes for

related elements

space

e.g.

reservation.

reinforcements,
bolts and internal
wiring.

LOI 100

LOI 200

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

DDA layers

DDA layers

Pending

Pending

Pending

Geometrical

Geometrical

parameters e.g.

parameters e.g.

radius, area.

radius, area,
volume.
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Best practices for 3D modelling
•

Continuous lines must not consist of several line segments and there should be no
remnants of the old congruent lines. Do not place several identical entities on top of each
other.

•

The content of the model files shall be placed correctly in relation to the agreed project
coordinate system. The models shall be modelled in exact dimensions corresponding to the
physical elements.

•

The graphics in the designed model files should be divided into project agreed layers/levels
in a manner that will allow other parties to turn off elements that are irrelevant to them
(e.g. utility pipes on a different level than texts and dimensions relating to them). Model
files must only contain relevant elements and layers/levels.

•

Shapes (types: shape, complex shape, polyline and ellipse) shall, for the sake of further
processing, always be executed as closed elements. Where lines define a delimited area,
the lines should be drawn as a closed shape (continuous line without cessation or
duplication).

•

Shapes that are to be plotted as filled shapes (with a raster pattern or with a colour) must
have the fill and the border placed on separate layers/levels, so that each part can stand
alone.

•

Designed model files should be of an appropriate size, depending on the chosen application
and content of the files. A maximum of 20 MB will be usable for most types of files. Terrain
models may generate larger files e.g. 50 MB. It is recommended that these size limits are
agreed on during the design process.

•

Designed model files must be divided in disciplines relevant to the project, and only contain
elements of that discipline.

•

Designed model files must only contain one model environment and one layout
environment.
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Discipline Models
The requirements are defined on each discipline model within a given project. The models will
include multiple objects relating to the same discipline. The described LOG and LOI will be general
for all objects included. The detailing level of individual objects can have minor variations.
The LOI level will for this release mainly include DDA Layers and Geometrical parameters.
Geometrical parameters refer to standard parameters e.g. length, width, coordinates, which is
visible in the properties of different objects in CAD software.
In this release there are no requirements to actual metadata, property sets or information sets
within the discipline models. the models which has been defined in the new standard includes:
Basis Models:
•

Existing maps

•

Existing subsurface

•

Existing terrain

•

Existing utilities

•

Survey

•

Geotechnical drilling

Designed Models:
•

Alignment for roads and paths

•

Alignment for tracks

•

Areas and boundaries

•

Basins

•

Clearance for railway

•

Clearance for roads and paths

•

Corridor for rail

•

Corridor for roads and paths

•

Drainage

•

Earth works

•

Lighting

•

Minor structures

•

Signal systems

•

Structures of bridges and tunnels

•

Water streams

The LODs are described in Banedanmarks CAD manual and on the model standard webpage from
The Road Directorate
http://digitalvej.vejdirektoratet.dk/modelstandard/Sider/default.aspx
https://www.bane.dk/da/Leverandoer/Krav/CAD/CAD-manual
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Existing maps
Description:
Maps is a common term for different types of registration, such as:
•
•
•

Basic (Municipal) maps
Cadastral maps
Ortophotos

These can be in different formats and with different uncertainty. Some are made upon data with great precision, whereas others may be based on old data.
Usage:
The existing maps are used for different purposes.
•
•
•

The Basic map is used to get an overview of the existing conditions within the project area.
The Cadastral map illustrates all property boundaries and ownership data from across Denmark. It also provides information about protected forests, coastal erosion areas and cliff protection.
The Orthophoto is used to view aerial photos within the project area.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

© Geodatastyrelsen

© Geodatastyrelsen

Objects are modelled as points, lines or
polygons in 2D. Models can also include
raster formats such as TIFF.

Objects are modelled as points, lines or
polygons in 3D.

LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters.
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Existing subsurface
Description:
The model gives an overview of the critical dimension regarding geotechnical layers.
Based on e.g. geotechnical drilling, this 3D model contains a triangulated surface of e.g. soft soil within the project area.
The model indicates the bottom level of the layer encountered and is only regarded as supplementary information.
Usage:
The model is based on estimates from the geotechnical investigations and can be used for estimating volumes and costs as well as choosing solutions for the design.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Pending

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

Not relevant

Sublayers is modelled as 3D triangulated
surfaces e.g. top and bottom of soft soil.
LOI 100
Pending

LOI 200
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters.
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Existing terrain
Description:
The 3D model contains triangulated or vectorised survey data defining the existing terrain.
Usage:
The model is used as basis for design, including estimating volumes.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

3D triangulated surface of existing terrain based on survey data.
LOI 100
Pending

LOI 200
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters.
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Existing utilities
Description:
The model contains information about the existing utilities within the necessary area and is shown either as 2D or 3D.
The placement of the existing utilities is often somewhat uncertain, and the model is meant as an extra assistance to the different parties.
The elevation depends on information received from the utility owner and will mostly be generated from an indicative placement of the specific type of utility, unless the utility owner has more specific information.
Usage:
A model containing the existing utilities gives the possibility of respecting their placement during the construction phase and helps to get an overview of which utilities needs to be relocated.
The safety distance must be respected.
In the design phase a 3D model of the existing utilities can be used to make a clash detection
in order to avoid clashes between the utilities and the designed elements within the project area.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

Utility network appears as 3D reference
2D model of utility network modelled as lines and
points. Manholes and cabinets appear as 2D
signatures.

lines. Manholes and cabinets is indicated by a point

Utility network appears as 3D solids including 3D
reference lines. Manholes and cabinets appear as
3D solids and points indicating the center.

and appears as 3D signatures for top.

LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

2D text indicating type of utility and utility

2D text indicating type of utility and utility owner.

owner.
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Survey
Description:
The survey model contains 3D data in form of points or/and break lines showing the existing terrain. The survey can be based on different measurement types with different levels of detail and accuracy.
The survey model is the basis for the existing terrain model.
Usage:
The model is used to generate triangulated surfaces e.g.
Existing situation
As-built situation
Understanding the limitations and possibilities within the project’s area.
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LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

Not relevant

Survey is represented by 3D data. 3D data is represented
as 3D objects e.g. triangulated surfaces, solids, meshs,
lines etc.

Survey is represented by 3D data. 3D data is be represented
as points, lines and polygon. Survey can also be a classified
point cloud.
LOI 100
Pending

LOI 200
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters.
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Geotechinal drilling
Description:
The model contains the locations of the geotechnical drillings within the project area.
Usage:
The drillings shown in the model are used to generate the existing subsurface model and give an overview of the location of the drillings.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Pending

Pending

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Geotechnical drillings are modelled as 2D points.

Geotechnical drillings are modelled as 3D points.

LOI 100

LOI 200

Geotechnical drillings are modelled as 3D cylinders
with layers of substructure.
LOI 300

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

2D text borehole number.

2D text borehole number.

2D text borehole number.
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Alignment for roads and paths
Description:
The model contains the alignment for roads or paths including annotation.
Usage:
The alignment is the reference line for the road or path geometry and this is the basis for design of the corridor of roads and paths as well as the related geometry. The alignment must be designed according to the
requirements in the Danish road standards.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

Alignment appears as a 2d line with stationing and
parametric annotation.

Alignment

The stationing and annotation must be delivered
with the following parameters – each in separate

appears as a 2d line with stationing and

layers according to the layer list:

parametric annotation and as a 3d line with the

- Ticks pr. 20m, 100m and 1000m

given horizontal and vertical geometry.

- Stationing text pr. 20m, 100m, 200m and 1000m

The stationing and annotation must be delivered

- cardinal ticks and text

with the following parameters – each in separate
layers according to the layer list:

Start and end stationing must be shown.

- Ticks pr. 20m, 100m and 1000m

Text size 2,5mm (printed height)

- Stationing text pr. 20m, 100m, 200m and

Text font Arial.

1000m
- cardinal ticks and text
Start and end stationing must be shown.
Text size 2,5mm (printed height)
Text font Arial.
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LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA TX-Layers

DDA TX-Layers

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

2D alignment file

3D alignment file

The annotation text is to be delivered with the

The annotation text is to be delivered with the

intelligence to change the annotation scale so that

intelligence to change the annotation scale so that

the model can be used for several purposes of

the model can be used for several purposes of

drawing extractions and in different scales.

drawing extractions and in different scales.

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending
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Alignment for tracks
Description:
The model contains the alignment for rail or track including annotation.
Usage:
The alignment is the reference line for the track geometry and is the basis for design of the corridor of track as well as the related geometry. The alignment must be designed according to the requirements in the Banenorms.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Alignment appears as a 2D line with stationing

Alignment appears as a 2D line with stationing

and parametric annotation and as a 3D line

and parametric annotation and as a 3D line

The stationing and annotation must be

with the given horizontal and vertical

with the given horizontal and vertical

delivered with the following parameters –

geometry.

geometry. All necessary information about

each in separate layers according to the

The stationing and annotation must be

cant, switches & crossings, “Tracétavler”,

layer list:

delivered with the following parameters – each

fouling point indicators etc. is included in the

- Ticks pr. 20m, 100m and 1000m

in separate layers according to the layer list:

model.

- Stationing text pr. 20m, 100m, 200m and

- Ticks pr. 20m, 100m and 1000m

The stationing and annotation must be

1000m

- Stationing text pr. 20m, 100m, 200m and

delivered with the following parameters – each

1000m

in separate layers according to the layer list:

- cardinal ticks and text

- Ticks pr. 20m, 100m and 1000m

Alignment appears as a 2D line with
stationing and parametric annotation.

- cardinal ticks and text

- Stationing text pr. 20m, 100m, 200m and

Start and end stationing must be shown.
Start and end stationing must be shown.

1000m
- cardinal ticks and text
Start and end stationing must be shown.
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LOI 100

LOI 200

LOI 300

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

2D alignment file

3D alignment file

3D alignment file

The annotation text is to be delivered with

The annotation text is to be delivered with the

The 3D Alignment must contain all necessary

the intelligence to change the annotation

intelligence to change the annotation scale so

information about cant, switches & crossings,

scale so that the model can be used for

that the model can be used for several

“Tracétavler”, fouling point indicators etc.

several purposes of drawing extractions and

purposes of drawing extractions and in

The annotation text is to be delivered with the

in different scales.

different scales.

intelligence to change the annotation scale so

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

that the model can be used for several
purposes of drawing extractions and in
different scales.
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Areas and Boundaries
Description:
This model type defines:
•
•
•

Work site areas
Contract boundaries
Expropriation areas

VD specifically: Each of these must be delivered in separate models.
Usage:
The models define the limits of the different areas within the project and is the basis for expropriations and planning.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

Boundaries and areas are modelled in 2D as lines and
polygons.

Areas are modelled in 3D and draped to
terrain. Boundaries are modelled in 3D, so
they are visible in section view.

LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters.
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Basins
Description:
The model indicates the shape, volume and location of the basins.
Depending on the necessary information needed in the different stages the basin model may contain the following e.g.:
Breaklines:
Bottom
External boundaries
Surfaces:
Permanent water level
Maximum stowing level
Bottom
Sides
Slope connection to the existing terrain
Usage:
The model will be used to build the basins. The model is also used to create an overview of the necessary regulatory procedures.
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LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400
Pending

Basins appear as 3D with correct outer
geometry including slopes and surfaces. The
basins must follow the requirements for
stowing capacity.
Basins appear as 2D shapes.

Basins appear as 3D lines indicating the top
and bottum of the basin, permanent water
level and maximum stowing level.

Basins appear as 3D with correct shape
including slopes, surfaces and drain

All 3D lines necessary to construct the

constructions. The basins must follow the

basins, permanent water level and maximum

requirements for stowing capacity.

stowing level is included.
All 3D lines necessary to construct the
basins, permanent water level and maximum
stowing level are included.
LOI 100

LOI 200

LOI 300

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

2D text indicating basin number.

2D text indicating top and bottom elevation

2D text indicating top and bottom elevation

of basins, basin number, permanent water

of basins, basin number, permanent water

level, maximum stowing level, side slopes

level incl. m3, maximum stowing level incl.

and area in m2.

m3, side slopes, area in m2 and sand trap

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

incl. m3.
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Clearance for railway
Description:
The clearance profiles must be based on the alignment and corridor and modelled through the whole alignment as 3D components, respecting the cant and curvatures. The chosen profiles for each project must be documented so all
parties are informed about the requirements. Minimum infrastructure gauge is to be defined by given swept volume inside which no obstacle must be located or intrude. This volume must be determined by reference to the kinematic
profile by considering the gauge of catenaries and the gauge for lower parts.
For railways, there are 4 types of clearance profiles:
1. Clearance profile for the train (Kinematic envelope) as defined by Danish railway norms and the publication “Fritrumsprofiler”, defining the restriction area necessary for free passage of trains.
2. Clearance for the structures (Minimum Infrastructure gauge) as defined by Danish railway norms and the publication “Fritrumsprofiler”, which indicates minimum volume for establishing the installations and structures around
the trains.
3. Clearance for ballast, which defines the minimum volume of the ballast layer according to the requirements in the current Danish railway norms.
4. Clearance for CC3 profile, which must have a depth according to the needs of the specific project.

Usage:
The 3D geometry of the clearance profile will be used to ensure free passage as well as the necessary clearance for belonging constructions.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

3D model of correct outer detailed
geometry of the clearance profiles.
LOI 100

Pending

LOI 200
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

2D text indicating type of clearance
according to Danish railway norm.
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Clearance for roads and paths
Description:
The clearance profiles must be based on the alignment and corridor and follow the final level of the road according to the requirements in the Danish road standard “Grundlag for udformning af trafikarealer” section 6.3.
Usage:
The 3D geometry of the clearance profile will be used to ensure free passage as well as the necessary clearance for related constructions.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

Not relevant

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

3D model of correct outer geometry of the
clearance profiles.

LOI 100
Pending

LOI 200
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters
2D text indicating design criteria of clearance
profile (e.g. height and width).
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Corridor for rail
Description:
The model contains break lines and components of the construction and the different layers of the substructure e.g.:
•
•
•
•

Formation level
Sub ballast
Ballast
Embankments and drainage ditches

Usage:
The model is used to build the corridor and is essential to other disciplines e.g.:
•
•
•

Drainage
Expropriation
Signal systems

The corridor must be designed according to the requirements in the Banenorms.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

3D model of the rail corridor including all
layers of substructure and connection to
2D model of the corridor. All necessary rail
elements must be provided as 2D lines.

3D model of the standard layout for the rail
corridor without greater adjustments.

existing terrain.
The corridor has to be designed with cant
and detailed design for ditches.

3D model of the rail corridor including all layers
of substructure and connection to existing
terrain, interfacing structures and transitions in
leveling.
The corridor must be designed with cant and
detailed design for ditches.

LOI 100
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters.

LOI 200
DDA Layers
Geometrical parameters.

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending
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Corridor for roads and paths
Description:
The model contains break lines and components of the construction and the different layers of the substructure e.g.:
Break lines of the road surface and different layers for construction of the road or path.
Formation level as break lines.
Components of the road surface and different layers for construction of the road or path.
Slope signatures.
Usage:
The model is used to build the corridor and is essential to other disciplines e.g.:
Drainage
Expropriation
Signal systems
The corridor must be designed according to the requirements in the Danish road standards.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400
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LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400
Not relevant

3D model of the road corridor including signatures, curbs, paving,
all layers of substructure and connections to exiting terrain.
The corridor must be designed with superelevation and detailed
design for ditches.
Intersecting roads must be modelled in the same detail as the
2D model of the corridor. All

designed road. At Intersections it must be cut, so that the

necessary road elements to be

3D model of the standard layout for the road corridor

designed road and the intersecting road fits together in terms of

provided as 2D lines.

without greater adjustments.

both lines and surfaces.

3D model of the road corridor including slope
signatures, curbs, paving, all layers of substructure
and connections to exiting terrain, interfacing
structures and transitions in leveling.
The corridor must be designed with superelevation
and detailed design for ditches.
Intersecting roads must be modelled in the same
detail as the designed road. At Intersections it must
be cut, so that the designed road and the intersecting
road fits together in terms of both lines and surfaces.

LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters.

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending
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Drainage
Description:
Depending on the necessary information needed in the design phase, the drainage model may contain the following objects e.g.:
• Pipes
• Manholes
• Inlets
• Outlets
• Related constructions
• Pumping stations
• Culverts
• Catchment areas and watersheds
Following the standard for drainage systems, the reference lines and points for bottom of pipes, top and bottom of the manholes, inlets and outlets must be included in the models.
Annotation must be placed in the model in separate layers.
Ditches and troughs are usually part of the corridor model.
Usage:
The model will be used to build the drainage system. The model is also used to create an overview of the necessary regulatory procedures
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Pending

Drainage appears as 3D reference lines

Drainage appears as 3D solids including 3D

Drainage appears as 3D solid pipes and

Drainage appears as 2D lines. Manholes

accordring to DS 475. Manholes are

reference lines accordring to DS

manholes with gradients, dimension and the

appear as 2D signatures.

indicated by a point and appears as 3D

475. Manholes appear as 3D solids and

reference lines and points according to DS

signatures for top of manhole.

points indicating the center.

475.The model includes joints.

LOI 200

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

LOI 100
DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

2D text indicating manhole numbers,

2D text indicating top and bottom elevation

dimension and materiel of pipes.

of manholes, manhole numbers, dimension,
elevation and materiel of pipes.
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Earth works
Description:
Description: This model type contains all designed terrain e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•

Spoil areas
Excavation
Designed terrain for structures
Borrow areas
Other permanent earth works

The location and shape of the areas must be calculated and designed in the 3D model as surfaces. The model must be modelled so it is possible to calculate the volume to exiting terrain. The model must include the surface and the
connection to the existing terrain as break lines.
Usage:
The model is used for planning of quantities as well as design and construction of earth works.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Pending

Pending

Not relevant

Not relevant

3D model of the earth works with connections to
interfacing structures and excavations.
LOI 100
Pending

LOI 200
DDA Layers

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

Geometrical parameters.
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Lighting
Description:
The model contains the placement of the lighting components as well as installations going to and from the components.
Usage:
The model will be used to place the lighting and ensure the necessary amount of lighting.

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Pending

2D signature of lighting columns, bracket
arms, luminaires and cabinets.
2D lines of the ground cables and ducts.

3D solids (“correct shape and dimension”) of
3D model of the generic placeholder of the
structure.
3D point of center top of fundation for
setting-out.

3D solids (“indicated shape and dimension”)

lighting columns, bracket arms, luminaires,

of lighting columns, bracket arms,

foundations and cabinets.

luminaires, foundations and cabinets.

3D lines (“correct shape and dimension”) of

3D lines (“indicated shape and dimension”)

the ground cables and ducts.

of the ground cables and ducts.

3D point of center top of fundation for

3D point of center top of fundation for

setting-out.

setting-out.
LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters.

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending
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Minor structures
Description:
This model type defines the geometry of the minor structure. The minor structure model is the general definition for:
•
•
•
•
•

Fauna underpasses (Pipes)
Supporting walls
Waterproof troughs
Small underpasses for waterways
Other minor structures

For drainage around these structures see section “Drainage”.
Usage:
The model is used to place and build the minor structure.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

3D model of the correct detailed outer
geometry of the structure. Model includes
2D model of the structure. Model includes
reference lines.

3D model of the generic placeholder of the
structure. Model includes reference lines.

3D model of the correct outer geometry of

reference lines. The model must include the

the structure. Model includes reference lines.

hidden geometry such as foundations, piles,
ground anchors and similar.

LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters.

Concrete structures are modelled to include
all reinforcement and finishes.
Steel structures are modelled to include
correct production lengths, bolts, all holes in
the structure and joints.
Model must includes reference lines.

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending
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Signal systems
Description:
The model contains the placement of the signal components as well as installations going to and from the components.
Usage:
The model will be used to place the signal systems and ensure the sight visibility.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Pending

2D- or schematic model of the signalling
system including components and wiring.

3D model of the generic placeholder of the
structure.

3D solids (“indicated shape and dimension”)
of signalling system columns, bracket arms,

3D solids (“correct shape and dimension”) of

3D point of center top of fundation for
setting-out.

lantern, foundations and cabinets.

signalling system columns, bracket arms,

3D lines (“indicated shape and dimension”)

lantern, foundations and cabinets.

of the ground cables and ducts.
3D point of center top of fundation for
setting-out.

3D lines (“correct shape and dimension”) of
the ground cables and ducts.
3D point of center top of fundation for
setting-out.

LOI 100

LOI 200

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters.

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending
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Structures of bridges and tunnels
Description:
The model defines the geometry of the structure. The structure is the general definition for:
•

Bridges

•

Tunnels

•

Green bridges

•

Bigger underpasses for water streams

For drainage around these structures, see “Drainage”.
Usage:
The model is used to ensure the clearance of rail/road/path as well as to build the structure.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Concrete structures are modelled to include
3D model of the correct shape including all
2D signature of the structure indicating

Simple 3D model indicating support and type

under- and overpasses

of structure.

must include the hidden geometry such as

Steel structures are modelled to include
correct production lengths, bolts, all

are not designed.

3D model of the designed bridge including
designed supports, foundation and
bridge deck.

LOI 200

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

The dimensions are based on experience and

LOI 100

sloping surfaces and elements. The model

all reinforcement and finishes.

DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters

Geometrical parameters

2D text indicating structure ID.

2D text indicating structure ID.

foundations, piles and similar.

holes in the structure and joints.
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Water streams
Description:
The model indicates the shape, and placement of the water streams. The model must be modelled so it is possible to calculate the volume to exiting terrain.
Depending on the necessary information needed in the different stages, the water stream model may contain the following e.g.:
Break lines:
Alignment
Bottom
External boundaries
Surfaces:
Bottom
Sides
Slope connection to the existing terrain
Usage:
The model will be used to build the relocated water streams.
The model is used to give an overview of the necessary relocations of water streams.
LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 325

LOD 400

LOG 100

LOG 200

LOG 300

LOG 325

LOG 400

Not relevant

Not relevant

Water streams appear as 3D lines
indicatingthe top and bottom of the Water

Water streams appear as 3D with correct

stream.

shape, volume and material.

Reference line indicating center of

Reference line indicating center of

waterstream.

waterstream.

LOI 200

LOI 300

LOI 325

LOI 400

Pending

Pending

Pending

Water streams appear as 2D lines.

LOI 100
DDA Layers

DDA Layers

Geometrical parameters.

Geometrical parameters
2D text indicating bottom elevation, slope of
water stream, side slope and total area.
2D arrows indicating flow direction.
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